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Use this activity to help students identify the first pattern that is in the word they are going to mark.  

The lists are designed to be used after completing the different levels.  Ex. You completed level 5, three 

vowel patterns, so you use the activity designed for use after completing level 5.  None of the words 

contain patterns that have not been taught.   

Use after completing level 5: 

1. Put the following words on the board: 

please     send    like  upset  cheese      boat 

Here are the answers:  Please  three vowel pattern,  send  one vowel pattern,                            

like  two vowel pattern,  upset  one vowel pattern,  cheese  three vowel pattern,                            

boat  two vowel pattern 

2. How to play: 

 

Tell the students you are going to point to a word and you want to see who can tell you the first 

pattern you would use to mark the word.  Their choices are:  three vowel pattern,                     

two vowel pattern, one vowel pattern, consonants that go together or consonants. 

Do not point to the words in order from left to right.  We do not want them to know which word 

will be next.   

Point to the word upset.  Correct response is the 1 vowel pattern.    The first student to get it 

right goes to the board and points to a word.   

You select the first student to raise their hand.   The student at the board must say if that is the 

correct response.  If the response is correct, the student who gave the correct response goes to 

the board and points to a word.   You select the student to answer.  The new person at the 

board must say if the response is correct and then the first student must also say if the response 

is correct. If the response is incorrect, select another student to answer.  Again the new student 

at the board must say if the response is correct and then the first person must say if it is correct.   

If correct, the student goes to the board and points to a word, if incorrect select another student 

and continue the process.  However, if one or both of the students at the board cannot tell if the 

person is right or wrong, they must all sit back down.   The goal will be to have all students up at 

the board.  (Feel free to add your own way to play the game!) 

Use after completing level 6: 

state   pool  tweet  foil             wallet sneeze  school    

        

Here are the answers:  state  two vowel pattern,  pool  o pattern,  tweet  two vowel pattern,  

foil  o pattern,   wallet  one vowel pattern,  sneeze three vowel pattern,  school  o pattern 
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Use after completing level 7:    

                worker     feed      hoist      spear   breeze       stare    splat        stair    file         source    plant 

               Here are the answers:  worker  r pattern,  feed  two vowel pattern,  hoist  o pattern,              

               spear  r pattern,  breeze  three vowel pattern,  stare  r pattern,  file  two vowel pattern,              

               source  r pattern,  plant one vowel pattern 

Use after completing level 8: 

  brittle        spoor         blaze       whisper      flat        feet        scout      fleece      there  

Here are the answers: brittle  le pattern,    spoor   r pattern,    blaze  two vowel pattern,       

whisper   r pattern,   flat  one vowel pattern,  feet  two vowel pattern,   scout   o pattern,       

fleece   three vowel pattern,  there   r pattern 

Use after completing level 9: 

 brush      beard      forest      pillow      plead     graze     fiddle     bloom    noise     grease 

 Here are the answers:   

brush  one vowel pattern,  beard  r pattern,   forest  r pattern,    pillow w pattern,                    

plead  two vowel pattern,     graze two vowel pattern,   fiddle  le pattern,   bloom o pattern,             

noise o pattern,    grease three vowel pattern 

Use after completing level 10: 

 ache       very      dapple      enjoy      spare      fawn      trick       speed     snooze    worker 

Here are the answers:  ache two vowel pattern,    very  y pattern,    dapple le pattern            

enjoy  y pattern,     spare r pattern,     fawn  w pattern,   trick  one vowel pattern,                      

speed  two vowel pattern,     snooze  o pattern,   worker  r pattern 

Use after completing level 11: 

 bloke       handy       laughter       prey       boil       greet       chicken       sight       handle       eight 

Here are the answers:  bloke  two vowel pattern,     handy  y pattern,      laughter gh pattern,      

prey  y pattern,     boil o pattern,      greet two vowel pattern,      chicken one vowel pattern,      

sight  gh pattern,      handle le pattern,      eight  gh pattern 

Use after completing level 12: 

 riddle      bright       roaster       toil       brow       quake       crumple       yesterday       proof       reel   

Here are the answers:  riddle  le pattern,     bright  gh pattern,       roaster r pattern,                       

toil   o pattern,    brow  w pattern,     quake   q pattern,    crumple  le pattern,                      

yesterday  y pattern,     proof   o pattern,    reel  two vowel pattern 


